Abstract-To support various services in the current Internet, QoS routing was proposed. QoS routing finds a path to meet the requested QoS specification for a user, reserves network resource, thereby guaranteeing the QoS for the user. Many works have been done for QoS routing in an autonomous system (AS) to make it feasible in large networks. For a large network, hierarchical QoS routing is a most promising candidate because it is scalable. It divides the network into several levels and routing is performed at each level. The most important factor in hierarchical QoS routing is topology aggregation, which make lower level nodes send simplified and aggregated network topology information to upper level nodes. Therefore the topology aggregation enables QoS routing to be run in large networks while it causes some error during the aggregation process. In this paper, we introduce a way to optimize the topology aggregation to improve the performance of QoS routing in terms of exactness. Our scheme uses partial optimization technique instead of whole topology optimization, which is general enough to be used with other existing schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet traffic is doubled every three months. As network traffic increases, demand for various services with different service requirements also increases. However the current Internet supports best-effort service only. Many researchers tried to support various service types to meet this demand, and consequently differentiated service and integrated service were proposed. However, integrated service has a problem in scalability and differentiated service has difficulty in guaranteeing the QoS of traffic. Researchers have come to the conclusion that they need to find fundamental solutions. One of the strong proposals is QoS routing. QoS routing finds a best path that satisfies the requested QoS specification of a user with high probability, reserves network resource for the user. As a result, it guarantees the QoS for the user [7] . In this way, the Internet can support various service types with different requirements that are usually represented by bandwidth, end-to-end delay, jitter and so on.
Until now many researchers have tried to make efficient algorithms to find the appropriate path that satisfies the given QoS specifications in a small network such as an AS. Recently, they begin to try to use QoS routing in large networks [6] . Existing works for QoS routing in small networks have some problem in being applied for large networks because of their high computational cost and message complexity. To overcome this scalability problem hierarchical QoS routing has been proposed. In hierarchical QoS routing, nodes are clustered into level groups. At least a link connects two groups and the two connecting nodes are called the border nodes. Each border node has a mapping table for the set of nodes within the same group. The set of nodes is called logical nodes and stores the higher level information. A link connecting two logical nodes is called a logical link. The set of logical nodes is further clustered to form higher level groups. This briefly explains the topology aggregation process to achieve scalability by reducing the size of the global states. In this way the hierarchical QoS routing can reduce computational cost and message complexity for large networks. So the topology aggregation is the most important component in hierarchical QoS routing. In this paper, we introduce a partial optimization method of topology aggregation. This improves the overall exactness of topology aggregation and minimizes the maximum error. This can be used with other topology aggregation schemes and can improve exactness of aggregation. This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the previous work and Section III proposes a partial optimization method. Section IV considers how to solve partial optimization problem. In Section V we analyze our method through simple analysis and simulations, followed by conclusion in Section VI.
II. EXISTING ALGORITHM
Topology aggregation is composed of link aggregation and node aggregation. Good aggregation means it needs low computational power and the information complexity is small and the error of the logical parameters is small in comparison with parameters of physical links.
A. Link aggregation
Link aggregation is to represent links connected between two nodes with logical parameters [4] . Some schemes simplify parameters of all physical links as only one virtual link parameter for each QoS specification. They can be classified with single-path-parameter approach, multiplepath-parameters-best-case approach and multiple-pathparameters-worst-case approach [2] . Others represent them with line or curve with virtual parameters. These can be classified with approximated line approach and approximated curve approach [1] [2] . They have larger information data than the former but they have less error. Fig. 1. Topology aggregation 
B. Node aggregation
Node aggregation is used to represent the lower level network as a single logical node in the upper level network. This logical node has one parameter called diameter for all links and nodes in the aggregated network for each QoS specification. Node aggregation is often called simple node aggregation C. Topology aggregation Topology aggregation represents the lower level network as a simplified network in the upper level network [1] [2] [3] [4] . It uses link aggregation and node aggregation to aggregate sub networks. Most exact aggregation is full mesh aggregation in Fig. 1 (a) . As all node pairs have the aggregated links in full mesh aggregation, the complexity of information is O(b 2 ), where b is the number of border node. This value is too high to achieve good scalability. Star topology aggregation uses border nodes, virtual nodes called nucleus nodes, and links connecting border nodes and nucleus nodes. It has the information complexity of O(b) which is very low in comparison with full mesh. However the difference between the aggregated link and the real physical link is high. So to achieve good scalability and exactness, star topology aggregation with bypasses has been proposed. Instead of using an aggregated link, a bypass link is used when the difference is so high. The bypass has the same parameter values as those in full mesh links. For scalability, the maximum number of bypasses is restricted to b.
D. Problem of star topology aggregation with bypasses
There are two ways to get star topology aggregation with bypasses. One is to make star topology aggregation directly with b bypasses without the intention of forming star topology aggregation. The other is to create optimized star topology first, and compare a link from optimized star topology with a link from full mesh topology, pick b links in order of big differences, and replace them with bypasses [1] , [2] . The former can have lower error than the latter, but it is not a feasible solution because its computational complexity is too high to be used in real network. The latter is very simple and has low computational complexity. However the error can be so high, resulting in waste of network resources. In most works, the latter is preferred to the former because it can be implemented in real networks.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. System model and notation
Autonomous system is modeled as G(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of bi-directional links. B is the set of border nodes. l ij represents the aggregated link that connects start node i and end node j . Superscript f is used to indicate a link in full mesh and s to indicate a link in star topology. 
B. Definition of optimized topology aggregation
We suppose that star topology aggregation with or without bypasses is optimized when the topology is formed with links in the set S.
S is defined as follows.
From (1), we can derive the following equations that are called partial optimization conditions.
IV. PARTIAL OPTIMIZATION TO MINIMIZE THE ERROR
It is a difficult problem to obtain the optimized topology with b bypasses. In general it has very high computational complexity. To solve this problem, we propose a partial optimization method for topology aggregation. Partial optimization adds a bypass link to optimized star topology, selects two links that can affect the exactness of aggregated topology very much but are independent of each other, and change the values of links appropriately to achieve better exactness. We explain this for a single bypass addition case and extend it to a general case later.
A. Single bypass case
If a bypass is used for star topology aggregation like in Fig.  2(b) , we can write eq. (2) as follows.
(2)' does not hold because a+b≤c+d →a≤c (where a, b, c, d >0) is not true.
To satisfy (2), we need to recalculate all l s ij 's but it takes long time because of its computational complexity. To avoid this problem and reduce the error, we assume that (2)' can be satisfied by recalculating only a few links that need to satisfy some conditions. First, the number of links to be changed is very small. Second, it needs very low computational power to recalculate. Last, the improvement is very high with the change of a few links' values. These conditions are necessary for the algorithm to be adopted in real networks.
Let's choose l s in ' to satisfy (2)' in Fig. 2(c) ,
In the same way we can get the following.
Because most links are dependent of each other, so we can't guarantee the increase of overall exactness. Now we verify that the topology aggregation improves exactness by selecting l s in ' and l s nj ' to satisfy (4) and (5). 
In (6), we guarantee that we make the error of topology aggregation small by recalculating l s in ' and l s nj ' to satisfy (4) and (5) . Moreover, the calculation complexity is very low. The second and third parts of (6) ' can improve the exactness very much because they are heavily affected by bypass.
Fig. 3. Multi bypasses
We extend the case by adding multi bypasses to the star topology aggregation. Bypass link l ij is added first and additional bypasses will be added. According to the formation style, there exist three cases as shown in Fig. 3 where the dotted lines indicate additional bypasses. We will show only the results without showing detailed calculation procedures. To simplify the expression, we define E(x) as the set of end nodes of bypasses that start from node x, and define S(y) as the set of start nodes of bypasses that end at node y. 
V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
A. Simulation results
To measure the exactness enhancement in simulation, we should know how we make optimized star topology and how we measure the error of star topology link from full mesh link. Generally, because these need very high computational costs, people use heuristic method to get them. We choose the way described in [1] (a 1 ,b 1 ), (c 1 ,d 1 
While we use d in computation, we use D to measure the degree of exactness of our scheme when compared with the old scheme. We can solve (8) and (9) by using (10), and write the results as follows.
To simulate various schemes, we select two star topology aggregation schemes as shown in Fig. 4 : source oriented star topology aggregation and error least star topology aggregation. We call the general star topology aggregation scheme that has virtual node named nucleus as the least error star topology aggregation scheme in [1] to distinguish from the source oriented star topology aggregation scheme in [2] . The least error star aggregation scheme fits well into source routing schemes, and the source oriented star aggregation scheme does for distributed routing schemes though it also can be used for source routing schemes [5] . We test various link aggregation schemes such as single-path-parameter approach, multiple-path-parameters-best-case approach multiple-path-parameters-worst-case approach, and approximated line approach [2] .
We consider 10 network topologies that have different sizes of border nodes. Each link has random parameter values for star topology aggregation with bypasses. We measure the total sum of D of all pairs of nodes and the maximum value of D. The total sum of D explains the overall exactness, and the maximum D indicates large error occurred at a particular path. We represent them as the ratio of the value after adding bypasses to the one before adding bypasses. Our scheme is compared with the widely adopted schemes that were previously explained. 
B. Analysis
In Tables I and II, 2 )=O(b 2 log(b)) because those of (11) and (12) are O(b). The increasing computational cost is very low in least error star aggregation but it is very high in source oriented star aggregation. The enhancements in the total D and the Max D are greater than the existing schemes. If source oriented star aggregation is used with a distributed routing algorithm, it takes long time to get sufficient information to reconstruct the entire network topology and it causes to use of network resources very inefficiently. Our scheme makes almost exact aggregation topology and allows network resource to be used efficiently. Previously we used d instead of D because it requires a lot of computational power to obtain D. Calculation error occurs due to the use of d but it will be compensated by the improvement. By using D, we can get more improved topology aggregation. It is a trade-off between complexity and exactness improvement. Table III shows the error that incurs by using d. To measure the exactness of d and D, we simulated star topology aggregation in a large network with 10 border nodes. In this simulation we tried 50 networks by using 5 types of networks and assigned bandwidth and delay randomly to each link.
VI. CONCLUSION
Topology aggregation is a major subject in QoS routing and has been researched actively. In this paper, we suggested the partial optimization scheme to improve the exactness of star topology aggregation with bypasses. The existing algorithms simply added bypasses to optimized star topology and they could not get topology aggregation with low error. To obtain more exact topology, we suggested a new scheme called partial optimization and verified that it increased the exactness level of aggregation. The simulation results were shown for various network topologies. Our scheme is general enough to be used for various existing aggregation schemes including link aggregation and topology aggregation schemes to make topology aggregation more exact.
